
We wiIT see in Chapter 10 that this combination and similar rare laws which have 
reactant concentrations for partial pressures) in the numerator and denominator are 
common in heremgeneous caralysis. 

Let's see if the resulting ratc law cE5-5.8) is qualitatively consistent with the 
rate observed. 

1 .  For condition 1: At low P H 2 .  ( b ( ~ ~ ~ ) ' ~ e  1) and Equation (E5-5.8) reduces to 

Equation (E5-5.9) is consistent with the trend in  comparing mns 4 and 5. 
2.  For candirion 2: At high P H 2 ,  b ( ( ~ ~ , ) ' "  11) and Equation (E5-5.8) reduces to 

where p, > P, . Equation (E5-5.10) 1s consistent with the lrends in comparing 
runs 5 and 6. 

Combining Equations (E5-5.8) and (65.5) 

Typical form of the 
rate law For 

heterogeneous 
catalysis 

We now uqe the Polymath regression program to find the parameter values n, b, D l .  
and P2. The results are shown in Table E5-5.3. 

Polymath rc-s- 
hion tutanal 1s in the 
Chapter 5 Summuy 

.Vnres. 

I Model: Rale = a'Pco'PM%lall(l*b'PWeZ) 

I Nonlinear regrassion M n g s  
Msx # iteralions = 134 

The corresponding rale law is 

h'e could use the rate Ian, as given by Equation (E5-5.17) as is. hut there are only 
six dara points, and we should be concerned about extrapolating the ratc law over n 
wider range of partial pre3sures. We could lake more data, and/or we  could carry out 
a theomtical analysis of the type diqcus9ed in Chapter IO for heterogeneous reac- 
tions. If we nwume hydrogen underptxs disiociative ;~dsorption on the catalyst 
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surface one would expect a dependence of hydrogen to the % power. Because I 

1s close to 0.5, we are going to regress the data again setting D, = I and 0: = 
The results are shown in Table E5-5.4. 

Modd: Rate = a'Pco'PhZ"O.SI{l+b'PhZ) 

The rate law is now 

where r'&, is in mol/gcat . s and the partial pressure i s  in atm, 
We >auld also have set Dl = !+ and f12 = 1.0 and rearranged Equa 

(ES-5.11) in the form 

A plot of F ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ I ~ , ~  as a function of PH2 should be a straight line with an ir 
cept of I la  and a sbpe of bla. From the plot in Figure E5-5.2. we see that the 
law i s  indeed consistent with the rate law data. 

I I 

0 t 2 3 4 

PH* (arm) 

Figure E5-52 Linearized plot of data. 
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5.6 Experimental Planning 

Four to six weeks in the lab can save you an hour in 
the library. 

G. C. Quarderer. Dow Chemical Co. 
Reference Shelf 

So f a ,  this chapter has presented various methods of anaiyting rate data. It is 
just as imponant to knaw in which circumsrances to use each method as i t  is 
to knaw the mechanics of these merhods. On the CD-ROM. we give a thumb- 
nail sketch of a heuristic to plan experiments to generate the data necessary for 
reactor design. However. for a more thorough discussion, the reader is referred 
to the books and articles by Box and Huntern9 

5.7 Evaluation of Laboratory Reactors 

The successful design of industrial reactors ties primarily with the reliabi!ity of 
p c  experimentally determined pnmmercrr w.ed in the scale-up. Consequently, 

1 Reference Shelf 
rt i s  imperative to design equipment and experiments that will generate accu- 
rate and meaningful data. Unfortunately, there is usually no single cornprehen- 

I sive laboratory reactor that could be used for all types of reactions and 

! catalysts. In this section, we discuss the various types of reactors that can be 
i chosen to obtain the kinetic parameters for a specific reaction system. We 
I 
I 

closely follow the excellent strategy presented i n  the articIe by V. W. Weekman 
I of Mobil Oil. now Exx~nMobiI . '~  

5.7.1 Criteria 

The criteria used to evaluate various types of laboratory reactors are listed in 
Table 5-2.  

I. Ewe of sampling and pmduct analysis 
2. Degree of isothemality 
3. Effectiveness of contact between catalyst and reactant 
4. Handling of catalyst decay 
5.  Reactor cost and e s e  of construction 

Each type of reactor is examined with respect to these cdteria and given 
a rating of good (G), fair (F). or poor (P). What follows is a brief description 
of each of the laboratory reactors. The reasons for rating each reactor for each 
of the criteria are given in Pmfessiunal Reference Shelf R5.4 on the CD-ROM. 

G. E. P. Box, W. G. Hunter, and J. S.  Hunter. Srnrisficsfor Erperimenrers: An Inrm- 
diiction to Design, Dara Analysis, and Model Building (New 'fork: Wiley, 1978). 

j0V. W. Weekman. AlChE J., 20,833 (1974). 
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5.7.2 Types of Reactors 

The criteria in Table 5-2 is applied to each of the reactors shown in Figure 5-12 
and are also discussed on the CD-ROM in Pmfessional Rderence ShelfR5.4. 

Reference Shelf 

(a) In~egraI reactor ( h ~  Stirred batch reactor. ( c )  Stirred contained sol~ds 
reacror. 

(dl Sold\ in a CSTR. (el Stra~ght-through (0 Recirculating transport 
transpn reactor reactor. 

Figure 5-12 [From V. Weekman, AICiw J , 20. 833 ( 1974) with perml~sion of the 
AIChE. Copyright 0 1974 AIChE. All rights reserved.] 

5.7.3 Summary of Reactor Ratings 

The ratings of the various reactors are summarized in Table 5-3. From this 
table one notes that the CSTR and recirculating transport reactor appear to be 
the best choices because they are satisfactory in every category except for con- 
struction. However, if the catalyst under study does not decay, the stirred batch 
and contained solids reactors appear to be the best choices. If the system is not 
limited by internal diffusion in the catalyst pellet, larger pellets could be used. 
and the stirred-contained solids is rhe best choice. Ef the catalyst is nondecay- 
ing and heat effects are negligible. the fixed-bed (integral) reactor would be the 
top choice. owing to i t< ease of construction and operation. #o\vever. in 
practice, usually more rhnn nrle reactor type is used in determining the reaction 
rate law parameters. 
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S O I ~ I P ~ I R ~  
and Fltiid-Solid Drcnx~ng Enrr of 

Reac~or fipe Analyszs Ixothennali~ Contacr Caratur Consrnrction 

Differenrial P-F F 4  F P C 
Fixed bed G P-F F P G 
S t ~ d  batch F G G P G 
Surred-contained solids G G F-G P F 4  
Continuous-mmed tank E G F-G F-G P-F 
Straight-through transpan F-G P -F F-G G F-G 
Reciruular~ng Iranspon F-G G G F-G P- F 
Pulre G F-F P F G  G 

%, g d :  F. fmr: P, poor. 

Closure. After reading this chapter, the reader should be able to analyze 
data to determine the rate law and rate law parameters using the graphi- 
cal and numerical techniques as well as software packages. Nonlinear 
regression is the easiest method to analyze rate-concentration data to 
determine the parameters, but the other techniques such as graphicd dif- 
ferentiation help one get a feel for the disparities in the data, The reader 
should be able ta describe the care that needs to be taken in using non- 
linear regression to ensure you do not arrive on a false minimum for d. 
Consequently, it is advisable to use more than one method to analyze the 
data. Finally, the reader should be abIe to carry mit a meaningful discus- 
sion on reactor selection to determine the reaction kine~ics along with 
how lo efficiently plan experiments. 

S U M M A R Y  

a. Plat -bCA /ill as a function nf r .  
h. Determine -dC,/dt from t h ~ s  phr.  
c.  T~ke rhe In of both hides of (55-1) to get 
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Plot In[-dCAldt) versus In C,. The slope will be the renclion order a . 
could use finite-difference formutns or software packages to eval~ 
(-dC,/df) as a functlon of time and concentration. 

2. Ftltegml method 
a. Guess the reaction order and inrgrate the mole baEance equation. 
b. CalcuEnte the resulting function of concentntion for the data and plot i 

a function of  time. Tf the resulting plot is  linear, you have prob: 
guessed the correct reaction order. 

c. If the plot i s  not linear, guess another order and repeat the procedure. 
3. Nortlinear regression: Search for the parameters of the rate law that will n 

irnize the sum of the squares of the difference between the measured rat1 
reaction and the rate of rtaction calculnted from the pnrameter values cho 
For N experimental suns and K parameters to be determined, use PoIyma 

" [r, (measured) - ri(calculatedEl? "',. = 1 (S: N - K  

4. Method of initial sates 
In this method of analysis of rate data, the slope of a plot of In(-rAo) ve, 
In CA0 will be the reaction order. 

5. Modeling fhe diflerentinl reacror: 
The rate of reaction i s  calculated from the equation 

In calculating the reaction order, a, 

the concentration of A is evaluated either at the entrance conditions or 
mean value between C,, and C,, . 
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C D - R O M  M A T E R I A L  

Learning Resources 
I. s l l l ? l ~ ~ l o t ~  W O ~ L , . ~  

3. Interactive Comprrrer Modrrles 
f ummsrv No:cr A.  Ecology 

interactive 

f$ -\ 

Computer Modulcs 

B. Reactor Lab ( u ~ ~ v ~ ~ : r r a ~ ~ u r i n h  rwt) See Reactor Lab Chapter 4 and P5-3,. 
4. Solvrd Ptvblem.~ 

A. Example Differential Method of Analysis of Pressure-Time Data 
B. Example Integral Method of Analysis OF Preswre-Erne Data 

Solved Prcblems C. Example Oxygenating Blood 

Q 
Living Example Problems 

I. Ernmplr 5-3 U1.r (f ReL~rrssinti to Find !he Rore Lcrrc Prrrurnerers 
5% FAQ [Frequently Asked Questions]-Tn UpdateslFPIQ icon section 

F L ~  Professional Reference Shelf 
RS. 1 Lmsr Sqlrai-es Annlni.7 r,f the Lrr~euri:ed Rrrte Lntv 

L;v~ng Examu!e Problerv The CD-ROM describes how the rate law 

i s  linearized 

In(-r,) = In k+a In C,$ + p In CH 

and put in the form 

Y = l l o + a Y t + p X 1  

and used to solve for a, p, and k .  The etching of a semiconductor. MnO,. is 
used as an example to illwtrate this technique. 

I 

R5.2 A Discussiun of Weigl~ted Least Sqltnres 
For the case when the error in measurement is not constant. we must use a 
weighted least squa~es. 

R5.3 Erperrrnent~il P l i l n n i ~ ~ ~  
A. Why perform the experiment? 
B. Are you choosing the correct parameters? 
C. What is the n n g e  of your experimental variables'? 
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D. Can you repeat the measurement? (Precision) 
E. Milk your data for all it's worth. 
F. We don't believe an experiment untiI it's proven by theory. 
G. Tell someone about your result. 

R5.4 Evaluation or Lubornrov Reacfors (see Table 5-3) 

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  P R O B L E M S  

The subscript to each of the problem numbers indicates the lwel of difficulty: A, least 
difficult; D. most difficult. 

A = .  B = l l  C = f  D=++ 

Creative Thinking 

uome'hto''~ P5-1, (a) Compare Table 5-3 on laboratory reaaors with a similar table on page 
269 of Bisio and &el (see Supplementary Reading, listing 1 ). What are 
the similarities and differences? 

(b) Which of the ICM5s for Chapters 4 and 5 was the most fun? 
(c) Choose a FAQ from Chapters 4 and 5 and say why it was the most helpful. 
(d) Listen to the audios on the CD and pick one and say why it could 

be eliminated. a 
(el Create an onginaI problem based on Chapter 5 material. 
(f) Design an experiment for the undergraduate laboratory that demonstrates 

the principles of chemlcal reaction engineering and wifl cost less than 
$500 in purchased parrs to build. {Fmm I998 AIChE National Student 
Chapter Competition) Rule? are provided on the CD-ROM. 

(g) Plant a number of seeds in different pots (corn works well). The plant 
and soil of each pot will be subjected to different condit~ons. Measure the 
height of  the plant as a function of time and fertilizer concentration. 
Other variables rn~ght incrude lighting, pH, and room temperature. (Great 
Grade School or H ~ g h  School Science Project) 

dC* 
(h) Example 5-1. Discurs the differences for finding [--$-I shown in 

Table E5-3. I by the three techniques. 
i Example -1. Construct a table and plot similar to Table E5-7.1 and Fig- 

ure ES-2.1. aqsuming a zero-order and a first-order reactinn. Looking at 
the plotr. can e~ther of there ordcrs possibly explain the data? 
Example 5-3. Explain why the reFr&sron had to be carried out twice to 
find k '  and k. 

(k) Example 5-4. Use regreszion to analyze the data in Table E5-4.1. What 
do you iind for the renct~on order? 

(I)  Example 5-5. R e p e r 5  the data to lil the rate lab 

[n:erac?rve Whel is the d~fference rn the correlation and sums-of-squares coinpared 
with those given In Example 5-5? Why was it necessary tn regre55 the 

-$ data twice. once 10 ohtaln Table E5-5.3 and once to obtain Table E5-5.41 

4%- P5-2, h d  h e  Interactive Computer Mtdule IICM) Fmrn the CDROM. Run the module 
and then mord >our pcrfommce number f i r  the d u l e  which ~ndlcates your mas- 

@ tenng of h e  malerial. Your pmfesm h x  the key 10 decode your p d o r m m ~  numkr .  
Comou'er Modules ICM Eco lo~y  Performance # 
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Visit Reactor Lab PS-3* GO to Professor Herz's Reactor Lab on the CD-ROM or on [he web at 
wuwreactorlab.nc~. Do (a) one quiz, or (bl two quizzes from D~vision 1. 

d When you first enter a lab. you see all input values and can vary them. In a 
lab, click on the Quiz button in the navrgation bar to enter the quiz for that lab. 

Links In a quiz, you cannot see some of the input values: you need to find those with 
*'???" hiding the values. In the quiz, perform experiments and analyze your 
data in order to determine the unknown values. See the bottom of the Example 
Quiz page at nw~lc:rear!orlnb.ner for equations that relate E and k. Click on the 
"???" next to an input and supply your value. Your answer will be accepted if 
is within +?O% of the correct \glue. Scoring is done with imaginary dollars to 
emphasize that you should design your experimental study rather than do ran- 
dom experiments. Each time: you enter a quiz. new unknown values are 
assigned. To reenter an unfinished quiz at the same stage you left, click the [ i ]  
info button in the Directory for instruct!ons. Turn in copies of your data. your 
analysis work. and the Budget Repon. 

P5-4, When arterial blood enters a tissue capillary. l r  exchanger oxygen and carbon 
dioxide with its environment. as shown in this diagram. 

The kinetics of this dtoxygenation of hemoglobin in blood was studied with the 
aid of a: tubular reactor by Xakamura and Siaub [J. Phl~iol.,  173. 1611. 

Although this i s  a reversible reaction, measurements west made In the inilia1 
phases of the decamposit~on so that the reverse reaction could be neglected. 
Consider a system similar to the one used by Naknmura and S~aub: the solu- 
tion enters a tubular reactor (0.158 r m  In diameter) that has oxygen electrodes 
placed at 5-cm interralr dou)n the tube. The solution floq rate into  he reactor 
is 19.6 cdk. 

(a) Using the method of differential analysis af rate data. determine the reac- 
tion order and the forward specific rcactjon rate constant d for [he deaxy- 
penation of hemoglobin. 

(b) Repeat using regression. 
P5-5, The liquid-phase irreverqible reaction 

Electmde Povtion 

Percent Decompotition ot HhO, 

3 

3.82 

I 

O.OO 

2 

1 .Y3 

4 

5.68 

h 

9.25 

5 

7.38 

7 

t 1.00 
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is carried out in a CSTR. To learn the nte lam the volunietric flow rate, I 
[hence t = V l u , , )  1s varied and the elfluent concentratloris of qpecies 
recorded as a function of the space time t. Pure A enters the reactor at a cc 
centratton of 2 rnolldrn'. Steady-state conditlonh exist when the rnensu 
ments are recorded. 

(a) Determine the reaction order and \pecific reaction n t e .  
(b) If you were to repeat this experiment to determine the kinetics, wt 

would you do differently? Would you run at a higher, lower, or the sar 
temperature? If you were to rake more data. where would you place t 
measurements (r.g., r )'? 

(c) 11 is believed that the technician may have mnde a dilution factor-of- 
error in one of the concentmtiun measurements. What do you think? Hc 
do your answers compare using regression (Polymath or other softwnr 
with those obtained by graphical methods? 

Nore: All measurements were taken at steady-stnte conditions. 
PS-6,, The redchon 

was carried out In a constant-volume batch renetor where the following co 
centration measurements were recorded as a function of time. 

(a) Use nonlinear lrnst squares (i.e.. regression) and one other method 
determine the reaction order a and the specific reaction rate. 

(b) If you were to take more data. where would you place the points? Wh: 
(c) If  you were to repeat this experiment to determine the kinetics, wh 

would you do differentty? Would you run at a higher, tower. or the san 
temperature? Take different data points? Explain. 

(d) Lt is believed that the technician mnde a dilution emr in the concentr 
tion measured at 60 mio. What do you think? How do your answe 
compare using regression tPoIyrnath or other software) with tho: 
obtained by graphical methods? 

P5-7, The Iiquid-phase reactlon of methanol and triphenyl takes place in n batc 
reactor at 25°C 

For an equal molar feed the following concentration-time data was obtaine 
for methanol: 
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The following concentration time data was carried out for an initial methanol 
conuentmtion 0.01 and an initial tnpheoyl of 0.1 : 

(a1 Detcrniine the rate law and rate law parameters. 
(b) if you were to take more data points, what would be the reawnable set- 

tlngfi (e.g.. C,<,,. C,$? Why? 
P5-Sh The following data were reported [C. N. Hinshelwocd and P. J. Ackey, Pmc. 

R. SOL-. (Lond)., ,4115. 1151 for a gas-phase constant-volume decomposit~on 
of dimethyl ether at 504'C in a bort.h rcnctor. Initially. only (CH,)?O wa\ 
present. 

(a) Why do you think the total pressure measurement at I = O i s  missing? 
Can you estimate it? 

(b) Assuming that the reaction 

is irreversible and goes to complet~on, determine the reaction order and 
specific reaction rate R.  

(c) What experimental conditions would you suggest if you were to obtain 
more data? 

(d) How would the data and your answers change if the reaction were run at 
a higher or lower temperature'? 

P5-9, In order to study the photochemical decay of aqueous bromine in bright sun- 
light, a small quantity of liquid bromine was dissolved in water conwined in 
a glass battery jar and placed in direct sunlight. The following data were 
obtained at 2SeC: 

(a) Determine whether the reaction rate is zero. first. or second order in bro- 
mine, and calculate the reactron rate constant in units of your choice. 

(b) Assuming identical exposure conditions. calculate the required hourIy 
rate of injection of bromine (in pounds) into a sunlit body of water, 
25.000 gal in volume, in order to maintain a sterilizing level of  bromine 
of 1.0 ppm. (Ans.: 0.43 Iblh) 

(c) What experimental conditions would you suggest if you were to obtain 
more data'? 
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(Note: ppm = parts of bromine per million parts of brominated water by 
weight. In dilute aqueous solutions, 1 ppm = 1 milligram per liter.) (From 
California Professional Engineers Exam.) 

P5-10c The gas-phase decomposition 

is carried out in a consrat~r-volume barch reacrur. Runs 1 through 5 were car- 
ried out at 10O0C, while run 6 was carried out at 1 10°C. 
la) From the data in Table P5-10, determine the reaction order and specific 

reaction rate. 
(b) What is the activation energy for this reaction? 

P5-11, The reactions of ozone were studied in the presence of alkenes [R. Atkinson 
et al., Inf. J. Cl~em. Kiner., 15(8), 721 (1883j1, The data in Table P5-I E are for 
one of the alkenes studied. cis-2-butene. The reaction was carr~ed out isother- 
mally at 297 K. Determine the rate law and the values of the rate law paramelers. 

O:UIIP Blrrcrrr 
O:or~e Rate Gncerirrat~sn Cn~tce~~trario~~ 

Run Imol/s.drn3 x 10') (mol/dm7) [mol:dm3) 

(Hi~rr: Ozone also decsmposes by collision with the wall.) 

P5-12, Tests were run on a small experimental reactor used for decomposing nitrogen 
oxides in an aurotnobile exhaust stream. In one series of rests. a nitrogen 
stream containing various concentratrons of NO: was fed to a reactor, and the 
kinet~c data ohtained are shown in Figure P5-I?. Each point represents nne 
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complete run. The reactor operates essentially as an isothermal backrnix ROC- 

tor (CSTR). What can you deduce about the apparent order of the reaction 
over the temperature range studied? 

The plot gives the fractional decomposition of NO? fed versus the ratio 
of reactor volume Y (in cm3 ) to the NO, feed rate. Fx,, ,(! moVh), at differ- 
ent feed concentrations of NO, (in parts per million by welghtl. 

0 700 ppm NO2 in feed 

v 3050 ppm N02 in f d  

Figure P5-12 Auto exhaust data, 

P5-13B Microelccrmnic delicer are formed by first forming SiOl on a silicon wafer 
hy chemical vapor deposition (Figure PS-131. T h i ~  procedure is followed by 
coating the SiO, with a polymer called a photoresist. The pattern of the elec- 
tronic circuit Is then placed on the polymer and rhe sample is irradiated with 
ultraviolet light. I f  the polymer is a positive photoresist, the sections that were 
irradiated will dissolve in the appropriate solvent, and those sections not irra- 
diated will protect the SiO, from further treatment. The wafer is then 
exposed to strong acids. such as H E  which etch (1.e.. dissolve) the exposed 
SIO,. It is extremely imponant to know the kinetics of the reaction so that 
the proper depth of the channel can he achieved. The dissolution reaction is 

From the foliowing initial rare data. determine the rare law. 

A total of 1000 thin wafer chips are ro !x placed in 0.5 dm3 of 209 HF. Ef a 
spiral channel 10 p m wide and 10 m in length were to be etched lo a depth 
of  50 p rn on both sider of each wafer, how long shou'ld rhe chips be left in  
the solution? Aswme that the wlution is well mixed. ( A I ? ~ :  330 rnin) 
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VWX~OSW? P W ~ j s l  After HF etching 

figure P5-13 Semiconductor etching. 

PS-14, The following reaction 

is cnrried out in a differenrial reactor, and the flow rate of ethylene is recort 
as a function of temperature and entering concenttations. 

The space time for the differential reactor is 1 minutes. 
(a) Determine the rate law and rate law parameters. 
(b) If you were to take more data points, what would be the reason: 
settings (e.g., CAo)? Why? 

P5-1SB The following data as obtained in a batch reactor for the yeast Sitcchammnj 
cerevisicne 

Yeast Budding 
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(a) Determine the rate law parameters &, and PC,, assuming the data can be 

described by Monod Equation 5 = rs = 
dt &+C, 

[Hint: It might be best to regress your data taking the reciprocal of the 
Manod equation in the form (CsC&,) vs, C,.] 
What is the residual sums of squares? 

(b) Determine rhe rate parameters p,,, and k,  assuming the data can be fit by 
the Tessier Equatton 

What is the residual sums of squares? 
(c) Determine tRe rate law parameters &,,.,. k, and h. assuming the data can 

be fit by the Mosw Equation 

What is the residual sums of squares? 
P5-Z6c The thermal decomposition of isopropyl isocyanate was studied in a drfferen- 

lial packed-bed rmctor. Fmm the data in Table P5-16, determine the reaction 
rate law parameters. 

Rate Concentmfion Tempe~ture 
Run (moVs - dmJ 3 (rnoVdm' ) IK)  
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J O U R N A L  C R I T I Q U E  P R O B L E M S  

PSC-I A packed-bed reacror was used to study the reduction of nitrlc oxide with erh- 
ylene on a copper-silica catalyst [fnd. Eng Chenr. Pmcess DPS. Dn!, 9, 455 
(1970)l. Develop the integral design equation in terms of the conversion at 
various initial pressures and temperatures. Is there a significant discrepancy 
between the experimental results shown in Figures 2 and 3 In [he article and 
the calculated results hased on the pmposed rate law? If so, what is the pos- 
sible source of this deviation? 

P5C-2 Equation (3 )  in' the a ~ ~ i c l e  [J. Chem, Technol. BEofechnol.. 31. 273 (1981)j i s  
the rate of reaction and i s  incorporated into derign equatlon (2). Rederive the 
design equation in terms of conversion. Determ~ne the rate dependence on H, 
hased on zhis new equation. How dms the order obtained compare with that 
found by the authors? 

P5C-3 See "Kinetics of catalytic esferification of terephthalic acid with methanol 
vapoui' IChern. E ~ R .  Sci.. 28. 337 11973)). When one observes the data points 
in Figure 7 of this paper for large tinics. it is noled that the l a ~ t  data point 
always falls significantly off the straight-hne interprelation. Is it posqible to 
reanalyze these data to determine if the chosen reaction order is indeed cor- 
rect? Substituting your new rate law inro equation 13). derive a new form of 
equation (10) in the paper relating time and particle radius. 

P5C-4 The selective oxidation of toluene and methanol over vanadiu~n pentoxide-sup- 
ported alkali metal sulfate catalyas was studied [AICIiE A, 27( 11, 41 ( 198 I!], 
Examine the experimenlal technique wed (equipment, variables. etc.) in light 
of the mechankm proposed. Comment on the shortcomings of the analysis and 
compare with another study of t h ~ s  system presented In AICJrE 1.. ZX(5  ), 855 
(19823. 

Additional Homework Problems 

CDP5-A, The reaction of penicillin G with NH,OH is carrled out in a batch 
reactor. A colorirneter was used to measure the absorbency as a func- 
tlon of time. [lst Ed. P5-101 

CDP5-B, The isomeritation A + B is carried out i n  a batch reactor. Find a and 
k .  13rd Ed. P5-38] 

CDPS-C, The ethane hydropenolysis over a commercial nickel catalyst was 
studied in a stirred con~ained solids reaclor. 

(An.\: X = 0.48 mot . aFm ( kg.  h] [3rd ed. PS-Ill 
CDP5-D, The half-life of one of the pollutants. NO. in autoexhaurt i~ requ~red. 

[ l s t  Ed. P5-I 11 
CDPS-E, The kinetics of a fils-phace reaction A, --+ 2A were studied in a con- 

stant-pressure hatch reactor in wh~ch the \olurnc was measured as a 
function o f  time. [ I  st Ed. PS-61 

CDPS-FR Reac~ion kinetlcs in a tubular reactor. 

GalnAs in fiber oprics [3rd Ed. P5-h] 
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CDPS-G, Differential reactor data for the reaction 

CHJH = CH2 + O2 4 CH7 = CHCHO + H,O 
[3rd Ed. P5-131 

CDPS-HB Lumping of species for hydrocarbon mixtures. [3rd Ed. P5-161 
CDPS-1, Prepare an experimental plan to find the rale law. [3rd Ed, P5-171 
CDPS-,IB Batch data on the liquid phase reaction 

A + B - t C  

[3rd Ed. PS- 181 
CDP5-KB Analyze data LO see if i t  fits an elementarj reaction 

?A+B-+ZC 

[3rd Ed. P5-2 1 R ]  

G~~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  New Problems on the Web 
CDPS-New From drne to time new problems relating Chapter 5 material to every- 

day interests or emerging technologies will be placed on the web. 
Solutions to these problems can be obtained by emaifing the author. 
Also, one can go 10 the web site, ~~u'~:rnwnn.edu/Rre~~~engincesinp, 
and work the home problem specific to this chapter. 

S U P P L E M E N T A R Y  R E A D I N G  

I .  A wide va.ety of kxhiqucs for rneawring the c ~ n r e n t r a i n r  of rhe reacting ape- 
L ~ n k  cies may be found in 

Baro. A,. and R. L. &PEL. Scaleup qf Chemical Puocessr.~. New York: 
Wiley-Inrerscience. 1985. 

RORINSON. J. W., Ljndeqradr~nre 1nsfrut)retrtal Attal~sis, 5th ed. New York: 
Marcel Dekker, 1995. 

SKCXX;, DOUGLAS A., F. JAMES HOLLER, and TIMOTHY A. NIEMAN, Principles of 
Insrrumental Analysis, 5th ed .  Philadelphia: Saurlders College Publishers. 
Harcourt Brace College Publishers, 1998. 

2. A discussion on the methds of interpraation of hatch reaction data can be found in 

CRYYES, B. L.. and H. S. FOOLER. eds., AlChE Modular lrisrrucriorr Series E: 
Kinerirs. Vol. 2. New York: .4rnerican Inptlture of Chemical Engineers. 
1981. pp. 51-74. 

3. The interpretation of data obtained from flow reactors is also discussed in 

CHURCHILL. S .  !A'.. Thc Itlterprerorior~ and Use nf Rare Dora. New York: 
McGraw-Hill. 1974. 

4. The design of laboratnry catalytic reactor5 For obtaining sate d a ~ a  i~ presented In 

RASE,  H .  F., Cha?nicrrl Reartor. D P F I R ~ ~  .for Prncers Plnnrs. VoI. 1 .  Keu' 'iork: 
Wiley. 1983. Chap. 5. 
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5. Model building and current statistical methods applied to interpretation of rate 
are presented In 

FROMEKT, G. F., and K. 8 .  BISCHOFF. Chenlical Rr(ictor A n r r l ~ r i ~  and Des 
2nd ed. New York: Wile?, 1990. 

MARKERT, R. A,, Instruments! Elemmt and M~ilfi-Elernent Analysis of P 
Samples: Mefkods and Appiicatrot~s. New York: Wiley. 1996. 

6. The sequential design of experiments and parameter estimation is covered in  

BOX, G. E. P., W. G. HUNTER, and J. S. HUKW-R. S ~ ~ f i ~ l i r . ~  for E.rperimmt 
An Introducrion to DesiLqn, Dnr~i Ann/ysis, and Model R~liEding. New k; 
Wiley. 1978. 


